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**Jerusalem (UPI) — Iraq launched its third and bloodiest missile attack against Israel Tuesday night. U.S. Pacific missiles and American POWs were sent to thwart the attack, but at least one Iraqi Scud hit an area of Tel Aviv, causing many casualties, including "probably less than five" deaths.

There was no immediate word whether Israel would retaliate for the continued Israeli attacks, but chief army spokesman Nahman Shai said, "We have patience." The number of conventionally armed Scuds fired by Iraq was not known. Shai told Israel radio that two Patriots were launched, but it was unknown whether any of the incoming missiles had been intercepted.

At least one missile exploded in Tel Aviv, Israel's most populous city, shortly after 6:30 p.m. local time. Shai said two buildings, including at least one apartment building, were hit; about 20 surrounding buildings and dozens of cars were scorched (varying degrees) in damage. "It was a hit, a very

**Jewish Leaders Seek Better Treatment of POWs**

**By Jackie Spillner**

Raymond Blaise doesn't have any doubts U.S. prisoners of war at the Persian Gulf are being mistreated.

"All of the veteran knows about POWs and their treatment firsthand is a former POW," he said.

"You don't get that kind of treatment out of a plane," Blaise said of the pictures he'll witness in American POWs in Iraq. "It brings back bad memories.

Blaise was captured by the Germans in February 1944 and repatriated by the Russians in May 1945.

"I didn't think I would come back," the Murphysboro resident said. "I almoststarved to death.

"Former World War II POW Benjamin Dunn agrees with Blaise that American POWs in Iraq must be going through physical and psychological trauma. Many Iraqis are going to treat them as just as bad or worse as the Japanese," the Texas National Guard veteran said.

Dunn was captured in March 1942 by the Japanese and forced to work constructing a railroad.

**Local Israel: Homeland has right to attack**

**Staff Report**

The recent Iraqi bombings of Israel are doing more than hitting Tel Aviv. They are hitting close to home.

Iraqi leader Saddam Hussein's Scud missile attack Tuesday claimed the lives of as many as 55 Israelis and injured about 60 others, once again raising the question of if and when Israel would retaliate.

Israeli nationals from SIUC said they believe Israel has no choice but to retaliate. But they also believe the United States has done an admirable job in the Persian Gulf war effort, said Yaakov Voral, chairman of the

**Chemical weapon use by Saddam not likely**

**By John Patterson and Charles Boheem**

Chemical weapons have not been used in the Persian Gulf war, and concerns about Iraq using them may be overestimated, said an expert on chemical warfare.

"I do believe the POWs are in danger," he said, "and the United States can't do anything.

"U.S. officials are charging Iraq leader Saddam Hussein with violating international standards set by the Geneva Convention in repeatedly launching missiles through Baghdad and coercing civilians to criticize Allied bombing."

SIU Chemistry professor of law Maria Frankowska said Iraq clearly is violating Geneva Convention guidelines.

"The 1949 Geneva Convention on Treatment of Prisoners of War, prohibits captors from killing, torturing or providing inhumane treatment to POWs and from subjecting them to forced labor. Captors must provide POWs with adequate food, shelter and medical attention.

"The United States and Iraq have signed the Geneva Convention agreement.

What's so appalling about Iraq's

**Threat of stamps up 4 cents in February**

Last May the Postal Service proposed a 5-cent increase in first-class postage and a 17-percentage increase in third-class rates, which are used for mailing catalogs.

The rate for third-class mail, bulky mail for stamped up to 3.3667 ounces was 16.7 cents.

The rate change for third-class mail will create a spiral effect because if the postal rate increases, mail generators first-class mail, Watkins said.

If the third-class rates go up, there will be fewer catalogs mailed, which will result in a drop in first-class mail, he said.

"The burden is on third-class mail," Watkins said. "It threatens the existence of companies who mail items.

**See STAMPS, Page 5**

**Gus Bode**

Gus says many people would like to stamp "Return to sender" on this new postal increase
**Rakers wins award again**

By Paul Pabst  
Staff Writer

While the Saluki women’s basketball team is dominating the Gateway Conference with an 8-10 record, one Saluki player has been honored at the conference’s Player of the Week.

Amy Rakers was given the nod for the honor for her play against conference opponents Indiana State and Illinois State. The 6-foot-3 Belleville native averaged 18.5 points and 12.5 rebounds in the Saluki two wins.

This is the second time she has won the honor this season.

Rakers has been seeing a good amount of scoring help from frontcourt mates Kelly Firth (7.8 points a game) and Angie Toussaint (8.9 ppg.) and guard Alison Smith (9.9 ppg.). But she has not relaxed in her all-out assault on the SIUC record books. After 15 games, Rakers has moved up to the No. 5 spot on the all-time scoring list, with 1,292 points and is No. 4 all-time rebounder with 797 boards.

"Our shooters are looking to shoot more this year," Rakers said. "We are really working the ball around better this year and the shooting has really been great in our past conference games."

Consistency has been the name of the game for Rakers.

Of Rakers game. The Street and Smith magazine preseason honorable mention All-American choice has hit double figures in scoring in 14 consecutive games. She currently leads the Gateway in rebounding and blocked shots (17) and is No. 4 in scoring.

Having a night-in-night-out force such as Rakers on her team is important for clutch situations, head coach Cindy Scott said. "It’s nice to know you have a go-to player,” Scott said. “When we need a basket I know I’m going to go to Amy Raker.”

Rakers will have a chance to hook up with Drake’s Janice Forsten, the No. 2 scorer in the nation, Thursday at Des Moines, Iowa.

**Plab jumping for highs**

By Cyndi Oberle  
Staff Writer

SIUC high jumper Darrin Plab said he is lucky to be where he is today.

"It is not the first time Plab has made NCAA qualifying marks. At a meet before the holiday break, he had an outstanding jump and thought he had qualified, but due to his recent transfer from the University of Illinois, he was not considered an official member of the SIUC team so his jump did not count. This is his first semester he will be considered an official team member.

And in the first meet of the year he makes a qualifying jump. Luck? It seems like a little more than luck.

"I was excited and felt pretty confident that I was going to do it. That was my goal for that particular meet. I just kept jumping higher and higher and didn’t miss until 7-7, which I had the height for. It was just that my timing was off."

Hailing from Mascoutah, this 20-year-old physical education major has his sights set high.

"I would love to win in nationals and get into the world."

While Plab said "I would love to be in the 1992 Olympic Games. I think the guy who won it last time had a jump somewhere around 7-8."

Now there is a definite possibility he will be in Barcelona representing the United States. Plab is currently only one and a half inches away from the national record.

See PLAB, Page 19

**SIUC students learn about security at Super Bowl XXV**

By Cyndi Oberle  
Staff Writer

Professor Mike Moberly and his Law Enforcement Security Survey class did a bit of role playing Tuesday where he combined the class as if his students were security officials for Super Bowl XXV.

Because of the crisis in the Persian Gulf and all the terrorist attacks over the past few years, it has been necessary to take maximum security precautions for the game Sunday in Tampa, Fla.

"I do think it will be an interesting event when it develops and that is why I focused an entire class period on it," Moberly said. "A lot of people have put a lot of time and effort into this so let’s just hope it pulls off without a hitch."

See SECURITY, Page 19

**Scholarship cuts will hurt athletes**

By Paul Pabst  
Staff Writer

Last week the National Collegiate Athletics Association looked at a list of proposals longer than Moby Dick. The president of hundreds of schools came ready to vote on rules intended to clean up college athletics.

Some of the rules will be positive steps towards that goal, such as putting limits on practice time and abolishing athletic dorms. But one of the proposals, passed by an extremely wide margin, could do more damage than good. While money is being saved, quality student-athletes will lose chances to go to school.

By a landslide margin of 273 to 52, the proposal to cut scholarships across the board was given the green light. Football scholarships will be reduced from 95 to 85, while basketball scholarships will be dropped from 15 to 13. Other sports will take a 10 percent cut in the number of scholarships to distribute.

The rationale of the presidents in this particular vote was that by cutting scholarships, they could save the schools a bundle of cash, as part of the NCAA’s new cost-reduction program. That’s their job, to think of the whole, not of the few.

In the past years the number of scholarships athletic teams can get has steadily decreased. But the cutting is starting to get methodical. Every couple of years a concession is held and a few scholarships are
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Guerrilla fighters to be tried for killing U.S. servicem Men
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador (UPI) — Rebels say they will try two guerrilla fighters accused of executing two U.S. servicemen — one from Illinois — whose helicopter was shot down Jan. 1 over a Salvadoran war zone. "The American soldiers were executed by order of a sub-zone commander, known as Domingues, who was at the site the Farbando Matis National Liberation Front and FMLN, said in a radio statement. The order was carried out by a unit commander, known as Pinto, and both men will stand trial in a "court made up of members of the FMLN and independent people to insure impartiality," the guerrillas said.

AAA: Gas prices rise for first time since 1990
ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI) — Average gasoline prices nationwide rose during the past week as fighting broke out in the Persian Gulf, ending nearly two-months of relative calm. AAA said in a Tuesday report. The average price of regular gasoline sold at self-service pumps nationwide rose by 0.3 cents to $1.249. AAA said. The report does not necessarily reflect on gas prices. AAA's most recent survey was the first to mark a price increase since Dec. 4, the organization said. The increase was not felt in all regions of the county, however.

Hazardous material transport decision let stand
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Supreme Court Tuesday let stand a decision that states are prohibited from regulating much of the railroad transportation of hazardous materials through their own communities. The court let stand a decision by the 6th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals, which found that Ohio's efforts to ensure safety in the state by regulating the transport of hazardous materials by rail was pre-empted by federal law, even though the state regulations were consistent with federal guidelines. The 6th Circuit found that the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1990 did not permit for state governance of railroad activity already monitored by the federal government.

High court steers clear of abortion-related case
WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Supreme Court Tuesday let stand a ruling that an Illinois mayor could not act on his own to reverse a federal court decision if he had not been involved in the case at the outset. The court let stand a decision that precluded any individual not involved in an initial court battle from stepping in later and trying to enforce a provision of state law. The claim would prohibit experimentation on fetuses. A federal district court in Illinois ruled last year that a version of the Illinois Abortion Law, which prohibited the sale of or experimentation upon a human fetus unless it is "therapeutic," to the fetus was unconstitutional.

state
Audit charges Lottery office with "misusing" state rules
SPRINGFIELD (UPI) — A state audit released Tuesday charged the state's Lottery Department with "misusing" state rules when it allowed a top official to quit his job and then be rehired five days later. David Miller, director of the Lottery's audit and account director of sales and service division, resigned his job last March for only five days. During that time, he was able to collect more than $20,000 in accumulated sick leave and vacation pay. With the extra money, Miller received a salary of $87,192 for 1990, the audit said. Auditor General Robert Cronson recommended the Legislature pass a law to stop agencies like the Lottery from allowing such transactions.

Accuracy Desk
If readers spot an error in a news article, they can contact the Daily Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311, extension 233 or 228.
New, tougher drunken driving laws
please law enforcement officials

By Greg Northfiet
Staff Writer

Local law enforcement officials say they are pleased with new and tougher drunken driving laws.

The Illinois General Assembly put into effect Jan. 1 stricter and clearer laws concerning driving under the influence.

The new laws, two introduced in the Senate and one in the House, were amended and signed by former Gov. James R. Thompson in September and November.

Bob Harris, director of University Police, said he supports any law that will help keep drunken drivers off the road.

He said he knows many people who, when they heard of the stricter laws, made an immediate effort to find designated drivers.

“These are three reasonable laws, which will keep people safe and get (DUI offenders) off the street,” Harris said.

Carbondale Police Chief Ed Hogan said the laws are “clean-up

“People should eat, drink, be merry and call a cab.”

—Bob Harris

Legislation” to help law enforce-
ment agencies.

One law states that anyone driving a car on any Illinois public highway automatically gives consent to a chemical blood test, breathalyzer test or urine test if it is thought the driver was at fault for an accident that caused injury or death.

The law states that people incapable of refusing the test, because of unconsciousness, shall be subject to the test.

Refusing to submit to testing or submitting to the test where the alcohol level is 0.10 percent or more may result in the suspension of driving privileges, the law states.

Hogan said the consent law will not change procedure much

because people are consenting to arrest when they pull off the road.

Another law states that in cases involving reckless homicide, if the driver is found to be intoxicated, the penalty is a Class 2 felony. A person can be imprisoned three to 14 years for a Class 2 felony.

The third law concerns underage drinkers.

A court may order the offenders to participate in the You/Win Intoxicated Drivers’ Vivacision Program as part of their probation.

The VDVP requires that offend-
ers be committed to supervision of a state or private rehabilitation facility.

Also, if approved by the county coroner and under the supervision of the coroner or deputy coroner, the subject may be taken to view victims of motor vehicle accidents involving DUI.

Someone ordered to participate in the program shall be responsible for all costs of it.

Harris said people should “eat, drink, be merry and call a cab.”

New funds needed to restore journal selections

By Jefferson Robbins
Staff Writer

Officials from Morris Library and other research libraries nationwide say they hope for new funds to revive their stock of scholarly publications.

About 1,200 serials were cancelled from Morris Library’s subscription list in fall 1991 after library funding for fiscal year 1991 was not increased, said Darrel Jenkins, director of Library Services.

Subscription costs for scholarly journals increased at a disproportionate rate, forcing library departments to make money-saving cuts, Jenkins said.

Acting Humanities Librarian Angela Rubin, whose division has cut about 290 subscriptions, said the library’s money problem results from a mixture of publisher greed and the development of the dollar.

“The Humanities Division has been particularly hard-hit because we have a number of foreign language publications,” Rubin said.

She said subscription prices for European serials have skyrocketed in the past three years alone, in some cases by 100 percent.

A November newsletter from the Association of Research Libraries said from 1979 to 1989, universities and libraries with ARL membership increased funds spent on serials by more than 120 percent.

In the same period Elsevier, a Dutch publisher, raised subscription prices on its materials by about 300 percent.

Rubin said such increases are examples of publisher greed.

“These companies publish good, solid scholarly materials,” Rubin said, “and they know that people need them.

International economics have not helped the situation, Rubin said.

“Our dollar is weak right now, and with this (Persian Gulf) war it’s going to get worse,” Rubin said.

Social Studies Librarian James Fox said seeking funding through proper bureaucratic channels can make time, and may not always deliver the desired effect.

University requests for funding are presented to the Illinois Board of Higher Education, which makes recommendations on how much funding is directed to each segment of this university, Fox said.

Fox, whose division cancelled about 190 serials, said the Library can only bring in serial lists up to previous subscription levels through steady funding increases.

Jenkins expressed confidence in legislators and SIUC officials who oversee library funding.
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New, stronger new year’s laws
please law enforcement officials

By Greg Northfiet
Staff Writer

Local law enforcement officials say they are pleased with new and
tougher drunken driving laws.

The Illinois General Assembly put into effect Jan. 1 stricter and clearer laws concerning driving under the influence.

The new laws, two introduced in the Senate and one in the House, were amended and signed by former Gov. James R. Thompson in September and November.

Bob Harris, director of University Police, said he supports any law that will help keep drunken drivers off the road.

He said he knows many people who, when they heard of the stricter laws, made an immediate effort to find designated drivers.

“These are three reasonable laws, which will keep people safe and get (DUI offenders) off the street,” Harris said.

Carbondale Police Chief Ed Hogan said the laws are “clean-up

“People should eat, drink, be merry and call a cab.”

—Bob Harris

Legislation” to help law enforce-
ment agencies.

One law states that anyone driving a car on any Illinois public highway automatically gives consent to a chemical blood test, breathalyzer test or urine test if it is thought the driver was at fault for an accident that caused injury or death.

The law states that people incapable of refusing the test, because of unconsciousness, shall be subject to the test.

Refusing to submit to testing or submitting to the test where the alcohol level is 0.10 percent or more may result in the suspension of driving privileges, the law states.

Hogan said the consent law will not change procedure much

because people are consenting to arrest when they pull off the road.

Another law states that in cases involving reckless homicide, if the driver is found to be intoxicated, the penalty is a Class 2 felony. A person can be imprisoned three to 14 years for a Class 2 felony.

The third law concerns underage drinkers.

A court may order the offenders to participate in the You/Win Intoxicated Drivers’ Vivacision Program as part of their probation.

The VDVP requires that offend-
ers be committed to supervision of a state or private rehabilitation facility.

Also, if approved by the county coroner and under the supervision of the coroner or deputy coroner, the subject may be taken to view victims of motor vehicle accidents involving DUI.

Someone ordered to participate in the program shall be responsible for all costs of it.

Harris said people should “eat, drink, be merry and call a cab.”

New funds needed to restore journal selections

By Jefferson Robbins
Staff Writer

 Officials from Morris Library and other research libraries nationwide say they hope for new funds to revive their stock of scholarly publications.

 About 1,200 serials were cancelled from Morris Library’s subscription list in fall 1991 after library funding for fiscal year 1991 was not increased, said Darrel Jenkins, director of Library Services.

 Subscription costs for scholarly journals increased at a disproportionate rate, forcing library departments to make money-saving cuts, Jenkins said.

 Acting Humanities Librarian Angela Rubin, whose division has cut about 290 subscriptions, said the library’s money problem results from a mixture of publisher greed and the development of the dollar.

 “The Humanities Division has been particularly hard-hit because we have a number of foreign language publications,” Rubin said.

 She said subscription prices for European serials have skyrocketed in the past three years alone, in some cases by 100 percent.

 A November newsletter from the Association of Research Libraries said from 1979 to 1989, universities and libraries with ARL membership increased funds spent on serials by more than 120 percent.

 In the same period Elsevier, a Dutch publisher, raised subscription prices on its materials by about 300 percent.

 Rubin said such increases are examples of publisher greed.

 “These companies publish good, solid scholarly materials,” Rubin said, “and they know that people need them.

 International economics have not helped the situation, Rubin said.

 “Our dollar is weak right now, and with this (Persian Gulf) war it’s going to get worse,” Rubin said.

 Social Studies Librarian James Fox said seeking funding through proper bureaucratic channels can make time, and may not always deliver the desired effect.

 University requests for funding are presented to the Illinois Board of Higher Education, which makes recommendations on how much funding is directed to each segment of this university, Fox said.

 Fox, whose division cancelled about 190 serials, said the Library can only bring in serial lists up to previous subscription levels through steady funding increases.

 Jenkins expressed confidence in legislators and SIUC officials who oversee library funding.
Letters

Children need support through unity and peace

The motherland. It was one beautiful sight to see. She was a very wonderful sight to us. She was a warm, peaceful and most of all sacred place to be. The people there are very respectful and considerate. They believed in harmony, understood peace. I feel that it is our duty to give them children to show them our intelligence in thinking that we should come together instead of divide. I wish that all the nations could be joined in unity and peace.

We must have to much appreciation in our lifetime. Not only do we owe to our children, we owe it to our creator the Lord Jesus Christ himself. For if it were not for Him we would not be here to have our friendship, instead of divide. Please let us stop now before it is too late.

This is dedicated to Martin Luther King Jr., Malcolm X, Martin Evans, Crispin Attacks and most of all our Heavenly Father- Heather Bonds, Car ondale, representative / Black Scope and submitted with 53 additional signatures.

War unacceptable pathway to peace

Many people never vote, express views to elected officials or have elected office's accountable for their actions, but then pick up a flag and declare that they're patriotic.

In the most unpatriotic act someone can do is to fail to use democracy. It was precedence which have recently allowed elected officials to make citizens pay back money that bankers ripped off from the citizens. Even more recently, elected officials are saying, and citizens believing, that because President Bush dedicated our families and friends to war, we should unconditionally allow them to continue.

Even if there were only one tenth of one percent of a chance of achieving peace through peace, it's a shutdown to commit them to war.

Here are some questions that have put my thoughts in perspective: Will the death of Hussein, his troops and their weapons solve Middle-Eastern problems? After the war, will there be an Arab conference?

Will the Arab nations use their knowledge to find an agreement that will create stability in the region?

Proposed housing rate increase unfair

I am writing to complain about the proposed rate increase that University Housing is contemplating. This increase, due to take effect in July 1991, is unfair to the residents of University Housing.

In addition to the increase, residents are being forced to pay for their own electricity. This is highly troublesome for those who just need to last year to have their electricity paid along with their rent, with the understanding that it would remain that way until the resident decided otherwise.

Apparantly SIU housing can't maintain a balanced budget. They claim the rate increase is desperately needed for salaries, etc.

Higher education shouldn't mean higher costs. It's not the cost of tuition and books that keep a person from attending to college. It's the spiraling cost of housing.

There isn't enough adequate housing in the public sector to take the families that will be forced out of SIU housing due to the unfairness of the proposed rate hike. These families will be forced to move to their homes or to find colleges that are willing to maintain a stable housing situation.

I recently attended the meeting at the Evergreen area office to discuss the rate increases. I was very much disappointed in the way the meeting was handled. Open questions with no real answers.

And the final straw was when Ed Jones (one of the housing officials) tried to "slip one by" by saying, "it is understood that I can go back to the offices and say, in truth, that this information (for the increase) is understood by all and that no one opposes it."

I state again that the rate increase is unfair to all SIU students. The staff should learn to control their spending habits in order to keep the budget in balance.

We students at SIU have to survive (not live, there is a difference) on a budget. Why not them?—Kim Branam, Carbondale.
**CHEMICAL, from Page 1**

gas is not significant—it's a nuisance, he said. Even when used in artillery, mustard gas is not a great threat. Burck said.

"Firing range for mustard gas is 10 to 20 tons per square kilometer to service 500 mustard gas injuries," he said. "That's a lot of artillery and that's a lot of ground out there to cover." Mustard gas, the primary chemical weapon used in World War II, is not fatal, but burns the skin and causes blisters when it makes contact with the skin. Most areas such as the eyes, are the worst affected.

The gas, which is a liquid resembling the consistency of an aerosol can, causes severe casualties, according to statements. James Soudaworth who served in both the Marine and Army before retiring in 1974, said.

Burck said inhaled mustard gas also will burn the lungs, causing a large portion of the lungs to be lost.

"The gas would have to be splashed on bare skin or inhaled to do any kind of blow up," Burck said. "Once the artillery has landed you just have to be careful what you touch.

**ATTACK, from Page 1**

The attack was the first on Israel since the 9/11 attack. The Arab states and countries, who were mainly by U.S. military personnel on Israeli soil.

Previous Iraqi missile attacks were conducted before dawn Friday, and in Tehran on Saturday. Damage and casualties were minimal in those attacks.

Burck said that Iran could retaliate itself from any Iraqi assaults, which could complicate the U.S.-led alliance against Iraq, which includes some longtime Israeli enemies. So far there has been no military response by the Jewish state.

When asked if the latest attack meant Israel would finally retaliate, Shai said, "That's premature. We won't have any definite conclusions. We have patience." Shai reiterated that Israel would choose the time and place for any retaliation, if there is one. "They are firing missiles at us," he said. But he added that Israelis would have to learn to live with the threat of the time being.

Health Minister Ehud Olmert said Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir and President Bush were in frequent telephone contact to discuss the latest attack.

In Washington, Bush condemned the attack, saying the US works hard for "reliable restraint in the face of this aggression," White House spokesman Martin Fleetwood in a statement.

In Jerusalem, Deputy Foreign Minister Uri nylon was asked about the effectiveness of the protection of the Israelis in the exercise against Israeli missile attacks.

"We appreciate the excellent work of the Patriotic crews," he said, "but that only gives part of the answer." United Press International, Tony Marcusco, Leslie Cole and Youther Youther contributed to this report.

**ISRAEL, from Page 1**

An Israeli student who wished to remain unnamed said he got nervous when he heard of the Scud attack that a call to a family member confirmed they were OK.

"I was living in Israel during its war with Lebanon five years ago, so I think the Israelis restraint from retaliating is a display of confidence in the United States.

Israel had nothing to do war when the attack began, the student said, and it exists in the United States to take care of the situation.

He said Israel has become accustomed to war, and "people in Israel are not really scared because they are kind of used to (War)."

When he graduates from SIUC, he plans to return to Israel and serve in its military, he said.

Janet Belcove-Shain, director of the Hillel Foundation, said she has family in the Gaza area in Israel.

"Saddam Hussein is trying to provoke Israel into entering the war," Belcove-Shain said. "Hussien has always wanted to make this into an Israel-Arab problem.

"I wish (Israel) would not attack because it would fracture animosity,

"We understand any country who is attacked feeling the need to protect your own citizens and retaliate."

United Press International, Tony Marcusco, Leslie Cole and Youther Youther contributed to this report.

**STAMPS, from Page 1**

The only member of the board to vote in favor of the fee was mayor, governor Robert Setrakian, who said he was "incensed by the cavalier dismissal of the Postal Rate Commission, particularly in regard to third-class mail."

For the Postal Rate Commission to price elements of the third class into third-class mail, "is outrageous," he said.

Norma Paco, chairman of the board of directors, said, "It's only solidifying support for the president."

Clyde Morgan, national adjutant for the American Ex-POWs, agreed.

"The mistreatment of POWs is turning against Saddam Hussein," she said. "It's only solidifying support for the president."

Morgan said seeing treatment of POWs by Iraq brings back memories to many of the 33,000 members in the organization.

"They are remembering the uncertainty, the fear," she said.

Dunn says he remembers all too well.

"These Americans captured already—they are probably thinking this war won't last too long," he said. "After you've been there a year, you begin to wonder."
Cartel hitmen shot during police raid

Largest drug gang suffers mortal blow by Bogota forces

BOGOTA, Colombia (UPI) — Police killed two brothers Tuesday and captured another man, all three suspected of being top henchmen for the Medellin cartel, in a strong blow to the military and arm of the cocaine trade.

Police special forces agents killed brothers David and Armando Primo Lopera and two bodyguards in separate raids in the province of Antioquia, which includes the city of Medellin, said Chief of Operations Gen. Octavio Vargas. Vargas told reporters David and Armando were members of a family of four brothers who led the armed branch of the Medellin cocaine Cartel, a vast cocaine trading cartel organized that is believed led by fugitive Pablo Escobar Gaviria.

He said police agents killed David's son the Conquistador district of Medellin, 155 miles northeast of Bogota, and Armando died in a rural area in the town of Rionegro, in southeastern Antioquia province.

According to the police chief, "information" tipped six agents on where to find the brothers and said the bodyguards of the killed were also killed in what he called a "successful operation."

Two other alleged Medellin bosses and brothers, Jorge and Fabio Ochoa Vasquez, supposed No. 3 and No. 4 in the cartel, turned themselves over to authorities last week in a government plan that offers leniency for accused traffickers who give themselves up.

The third brother in the "Ochoa Clan," Juan David, is rumored to be about to turn himself in, which would leave Escobar at the only supposed cartel boss still at large.

Police captured a man accused of being a key informant for Escobar, Denny Munoz Mosquera, last week.

The recent developments, combined with the death 14 months ago of Gonzalo Mosquera Gaviria, supposed No. 2 in the Cartel, and the police killing of Gustavo Gaviria last August, are now a key informant, No. 5, seen a mortal blow to the Medellin Cartel, the largest of the Colombian cocaine trading groups.

But police said several men accused of being in the cartel's military arm were still in hiding, including, John Velazquez, Otomiel Gonzalez, Carlos Aguilar Gallego, called "the grime," and Brance Munoz Mosquera, known as "Tyson."

Newly discovered Van Gogh painting to be auctioned

MILWAUKEE (UPI) — A previously unknown Vincent Van Gogh oil painting, "Still Life With Flowers," that hung for 30 years in a suburban Milwaukee farmhouse, will be exhibited next month in Milwaukee before being auctioned in Chicago.

The recently authenticated painting will be displayed from Tuesday, Feb. 5, to Sunday, Feb. 10, at the Milwaukee Art Museum. The 19th-century painting has an estimated value of between $500,000 and $1 million. It will be exhibited at the Hindman auction house in Chicago from March 5 through March 7.

Russell Brown, director of the Milwaukee Art Museum, said the painting was believed to have been painted while: the Dutch artist was studying in Paris, a period that started in 1886.

The painting was discovered in July by John B. Kahn, a commercial real estate agent who also works as a sponsor for Hindman.

Kahn said he had gone to the house to help the owner, who prefers to remain anonymous, dispose of a number of fine-art prints by artists such as Pablo Picasso and Thomas Hart Benton.

DO YOU WANT TO GAIN EXPERIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS?

Come to the Department of Pollution Controls Recruitment Meeting Wednesday, Jan. 23, at 6 p.m. in the Illinois room

Dept. of Pollution Control

Find out what it takes to work in the Environmental Field

Questions? Contact the Department of Pollution Control at 536-7511

WEB & VE'S FISH NET

We sell only locally raised puppies and kittens.

Just Arrived!
New shipment of Reptiles, Salt and Fresh Water Fish

549-7211

Hours: Mon. 11-6; Tues.-Sat. 10-4

Murdale Shopping Center

Carmel

Come Check Out The Only Place That Kicks It Fresh!!

We pump the party every Wednesday night with the BIB!!

DOORS OPEN AT 9:00 P.M.

When you’re looking for a place to party that’s fun for everyone...come check out The Funky Pickle!

611 S. Illinois Ave - Underground

THE FUNKY PICKLE!
Federal Reserve chairman says Gulf War costs could boost GNP

WASHINGTON (UPI) - Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan said Tuesday that increased spending on domestically produced goods to supply U.S. forces in the Persian Gulf would boost the nation's sagging gross national product.

Greenspan, in a briefing for members of the House Budget Committee, also said retail prices should remain stable for the time being. He added there is no evidence "at the moment" to show the recession will get any deeper and probably run its course.

"One can't rewrite history," Greenspan said when asked if the economy would have entered recession with or without the impact of higher oil prices.

"My recollection was that prior to Aug. 2, I thought it was a close call. I don't think the currency expectations would work our way out of a recession."

Recession is generally described as two consecutive quarters of negative economic growth. Greenspan says that the chances of skirting a recession were better than "50-50" without a war in the Middle East.

WILL BE DEEP AND PROLONDED

Senate Democratic leader George Mitchell, after a meeting of Democrats, said of a recession joint, "I do not favor its continuance at this time. I hope we can proceed to implement the budget agreement."

Although the financial costs of war will be high, Greenspan said the U.S. GNP will be boosted by increased defense spending for Operation Desert Storm, which is not subject to budgetary constraints. The increased defense spending also is likely to add to the nation's growing budget deficit.

"Other nations are expect to share in the cost of the war, and their contributions will help cushion the effect on the budget deficit," Greenspan said. "But regardless of who is paying for it, Desert Storm spending on newly produced domestic items will boost U.S. GNP."

The costs of war could be greater, Greenspan, should Iraqi President Saddam Hussein gain control of a majority of the world's known oil reserves.

"There is no question the implications of having the current Iraqi regime control 60 percent or more of the proven oil reserves would create some very major long-term disruptions in the world's economic environment," Greenspan said.

"Under those conditions, Saddam Hussein would be able to dictate the amount of oil that goes around the world," he said. "That would have a very extraordinary effect on the world in general." Greenspan also told the economic communications, economy indicators show business activity in the United States "declined markedly" in the fourth quarter of last year.

Retail oil prices during the early months of the Persian Gulf crisis were a "key factor" in the weakening of the U.S. economy, Greenspan said.

"Specifically, the jump in prices for petroleum products cut into the real disposable income of households and thus contributed to the softness in spending for a wide range of goods and services," he said.

But more damaging than rising oil prices was the steady bombardment on the national consumer psyche. Greenspan said the enormous uncertainty about the Gulf crisis eroded consumer and business confidence.

"Faced with such uncertainty, producers and consumers tend to withdraw from their normal activism while they wait for clearer signals of economic developments and avoid making commitments that might be costly to reverse," he said.
Faculty concert to highlight School of Music performers
By Tracy Sargent
Entertainment Editor

The SIUC School of Music will present its finest for a faculty concert tonight in Stroh Auditorium.

The music, which includes selections from movie composers as Antoniu Vivaldi, G.F. Handel, Freders, Chopin and Giuseppe Verdi, will be performed by faculty musicians. The concert will feature the works of music scholars.

Robert Rousb, director of the School of Music, said he was looking forward to the first year the entire staff of the School of Music has gotten together to perform a concert. This also is the first year for the "Baroque music" he said.

"Every fall we have had the Opera Gala and the proceeds are mainly for open students," Rousb said. "We have a lot of scholarships for new students, but we are trying especially to raise money for continuing music students."

Rousb said the concert will appeal to a wide range of musical tastes.

"The concert promises to be very entertaining. The audience might not hear all the music before, but there is a good variety of music," Rousb said.

Jeanne Wagner, professor of music, will sing two arias from operas in Italian with piano accompaniment. She also will sing in a Baroque ensemble.

Local jazzes up Friday at Mugsy McGuire's
By Stephanie Steiner
Sports Editor

Jazz lovers will have the opportunity to enjoy a night of music Friday when Jim Bolen and the St. Louis Jazz All Stars drop in at Mugsy McGuire's.

Bolen, a Carbondale native, is not only a newscaster for KMOV-TV in St. Louis, but he is also an accomplished telephone player. Also appearing with Bolen at Mugsy's will be Freddie Washington, who played cello, Dave Venn on piano, Jay Hangerford on bass, Kevin Giannas on drums and special guest J.B. Kearney on guitar.

The band will play from 9 p.m. to 12 a.m. The cover is $4.

"I hope everyone will come out and dig Friday night," Bolen said. "It's going to be a lot of fun."

On the stage

"Home Alone" alone on top for 10th week

HOLLYWOOD (UPI) — The kid comedy "Home Alone" maintained its hold on first place at the nation's box office for the 10th consecutive week, topping the ma-

tic hospital drama "Awakenings."

"Home Alone" took in $11.1 million on its fourth weekend. The four-day Friday-Through-Monday weekend and showed little sign of falling off in popularity. It is likely to pass the $51 million domestic gross of 1989 hit "Battman," the fifth most popular film of all time.

The Twentieth Century Fox release starring Macaulay Culkin as an 8-year-old boy accidentally left alone at home, has grossed $64.8 million in 67 days.

\[\text{\textbf{Wednesday SPECIAL}}\]
\[\text{Pastichio and Small Salad and Medium Drink $4.99}}\]
\[\text{EL GRECO} \]
\[457-3303 or 3034 \]
\[516 S. Illinois Ave. Carbondale} \]

\[\text{\textbf{Hardee's}}\]
\[\text{Hardee's East - Across from Univ. Mall} \]
\[\text{SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT Show ID and get 20% off any order} \]
\[\text{No Limit No Coupon Necessary Limited Time Only} \]
\[\text{Free cookie with any purchase} \]

\[\text{\textbf{Question about Military Service?}}\]
\[\text{Come and learn about your options (whether you're registered, reserve or active duty) \}
\[\text{Thursday, Jan. 24, Interfaith Center \}
\[\text{913 S Illinois Ave.} \]
\[3:50 P.M. \]
\[\text{Workshop} \]
\[\text{Info on the current situation} \]
\[\text{Including conscientious objection} \]
\[7:30 \]
\[\text{Speaker and panel discussion} \]
\[\text{Sponsored by University Christian Ministries} \]
\[Call 549-7387 for more information} \]

\[\text{\textbf{Hair Braids}}\]
\[\text{Perm Wave & Hair Cut} \]
\[\text*$29.00 with} \]
\[\text{Candy or Julie} \]
\[\text{Tuesdays only} \]
\[\text{Thru February} \]
\[\text{long hair extra} \]
\[\text{127 W. Washington} \]
\[\text{549-7712} \]

\[\text{\textbf{Pizza Hut}}\]
\[\text{THIS WEEK'S STUDENT CENTER DINING SERVICE SPECIAL} \]
\[\text{1-22-91 THRU 1-25-91} \]
\[\text{PURCHASE ANY PERSONAL PIZZA AND RECEIVE A FREE MEDIUM SODA} \]
\[\text{AFTER 4:00 p.m.} \]

\[\text{Located First Floor of Student Center} \]
Company says Army requesting more Patriots

BOSTON (UPI) Raytheon Co. disclosed Tuesday it has been awarded a round-the-clock manufacture of its successful Patriot anti-missile system at the U.S. Army's request.

The company said it had added a production work shift and speeded up the 24-hour-a-day production of the missile system in August, shortly after the invasion of Kuwait. But with withdrawal of the production rise because of fear of compromising U.S. forces during the build-up in the Persian Gulf, a company spokesman said.

The Patriot, the world's only air defense missile system, has since proved to be a highly effective shield for U.S. forces in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, who have come under attack from Soviet-made Scud ballistic missiles fired by Iraq. The Patriots had been used in combat until the Gulf war.

Lawrence McCrindle, a spokesman for the company, said the Army requested the speedup, but would not disclose specific figures.

U.S. Jews: No doubt about Hussein's evil

NEW YORK (UPI) — American Jewish leaders warned by the largest pro-Israel lobby to come out against the growing chiastic missile threat from Iraq, a move that has put many of them in a bind.

"He is a man to the civilized world," said Henry Siegelman, executive director of the American Jewish Congress as early reports of yet another Scud missile attack on Israeli targets were coming in.

"He obviously continues his strategy of deliberately terrorizing innocent civilian populations," Siegelman said of Hussein, "and if anything becomes of moral compunction about the American decision to continue this man and to stop him.

Holocaust 'revisionist' fuels protesters at trial

MALDEN, Mass. (UPI) — Anti-group of Jews staged a protest to shout each other down Tuesday as an execution expert with no views on the Holocaust appeared in court for arguments over a charge that he practiced engineering without a license.

"Never again, never again!" a group of about 75 Jewish protesters chanted. The group demonstrated outside Malden District Court while an attorney for Fred A. Leuchter Jr. asked that the charge be dropped but a judge issued an immediate ruling on the request.

Another dozen people demonstrated outside the courthouse to show support for Leuchter. One man set an Israeli flag on fire and ran down the street waving it wildly before he was arrested.

Leuchter, 47, of Malden, is the author of a paper that contains the Nazis could not have put thousands of Jews to death in gas chambers at the camp of Auschwitz, Birkenau and Majdanek.

"The Leuchter Report: End of a Myth" was written for the 1988 trial of a Canadian publisher and Holocaust revisionist, at which Leuchter testified as a part witness.

"I am not a Nazi, I am not a Sudentin nor an Israeli effort. I am not a member of any group except the shocking fraternity of free thinkers," Leuchter said in a news release at Malden's Government Center.

Leuchter said the protesters, who have pickups for them, have raised money as an expert on execution equipment. His prominence in the front pages of ABC News to dub him "Dr. Death."

"It is a time and a new dawn of will vindicate The Leuchter Report. Their desperate tactics have destroyed my character and turned my life upside down," he said.

He said he would file suit against those who brought the charge against him after his own case is concluded.

Famed Nazi hunter Beate Klarsfeld, who is credited with tracking down Klaus Barbie, the "Butcher of Lyon," and who has taken part in several protests against Leuchter, was among the 75 Jews demonstrating outside the courthouse and at Leuchter's news conference. They sang "We Shall Not Be Moved" and shouted "Leuchter's a liar!"

They were countered by a group of between a dozen and 20 people who shouted, "Free speech, Free press, Free America."

Tuesday afternoon killing several people and injuring dozens of others.

Jewish leaders in the United States monitoring live television coverage of the attack's aftermath saw blood-covered victims lying outside one of the damaged convent and seed of a bombarded building.

Michael Miller, executive director of the Jewish Community Relations Council, called the early images "a shocking sight" that should convince the world that the Iraqi president is "a very danger-

ous man who will stop at nothing to attempt to bring Israel into the fire, breaking the coalition and in his pervaded mind, emerge victors.

Would you like to study the Bible?

An extension course by the North Central Bible College

THE SYNOPTIC GOSPELS

(Matthew, Mark, Luke)

3 HOUR CREDIT CLASS 4:00-5:30 Mondays and Wednesdays class begins on Wednesday, Jan. 23rd

For Information, call
The Student Ministries Center
(617) 249-0500

A thorough knowledge of the Bible is more than a college education.

PITCHERS EVERY WEDNESDAY

Get 90c pitchers from open to close with purchase of any medium or large pizza. No limit on pitchers of any draft beer or soft drink.

222 W. Freeman Campus Parking Ctr.

549-3326

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW!

DAYTONA BEACH ... 119

AMERON, RAMADA, ANHEISER BUSCH, VIP ANHEISER BUSCH, THE PELICAN

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND ... 129

SAN ANTONIO CONDO HOTEL, GAT NEW LUXURY TOWER CONDOS, MISSION INN OR 1-12-345

STEAMBOAT ... 98

RAMADA RUNS CONDO OF DESSERT TOWES, MARTINS, THE SAIL, DREAM RV CITY-

FORT LAUDERDALE ... 137

 Federally funded lodging

PANAMA CITY BEACH ... 124

LWESTERN BEACHES, WESTERN BEACHES, OCEANFRONT RESORTS

CORPUS CHRISTI/MUSTANG ISLAND ... 108

Northern California campus

HILTON HEAD ISLAND ... 112

RAMADA INN & SUITES, SNE, HILTON HEAD CONDOS

1-800-321-5911

CEN:RAL SPRING BREAK INFORMATION & RESERVATIONS

24 HOUR FAX RESERVATIONS: (213) 331-1916

WINTER SPAR - DAVE WATSON 1000-753-8157
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ON SUNDAY JANUARY 27th WHOEVER HAS THE MOST SACKS....WINS!

USDA GRADE 'A'
CHICKEN LEG QUARTERS $29¢ L.B.
ALL FLAVORS-ORIGINAL VARIETY
TOMBSTONE PIZZA 2 FOR $5.00 12 INCH

EAGLE THINS POTATO CHIPS 69¢ 6 OZ.
SPRITE, MELLO YELLO, CAFFEINE FREE, DIET &
COCACOLA $4.98

24 PAK-12 OZ. CANS

PLEASE LIMIT YOURSELF TO FOUR
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Court affirms freedom for woman who shot her husband over beer

WASHINGTON (UPI) — The Supreme Court Tuesday affirmed a lower court's decision to throw out the conviction of a woman who allegedly shot her husband because he took away her beer.

A divided court let stand the judgment of the 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals that threw out the conviction of a Hawaii woman, Darlin Dreyfuss, despite a demand from the federal government to reverse the appeal-court.

Palace successfully argued that her conviction was invalid because jury selection was conducted by a magistrate rather than a judge. In most locales, magistrates do not have the same level of power as full-fledged judges.

The case was granted last April, before Justice David Souter was a member of the bench, meaning he could not take part in the decision. The court divided 4-4, which means the 9th Circuit's decision is affirmed but says no precedents.

Genital wart STD more common than thought

WASHINGTON (UPI) — A sexually transmitted virus that causes genital warts is suspected of increasing the risk for cancer appears more widespread than previously thought, researchers reported Tuesday.

A study of 467 coeds who went to the University of California at Berkeley's health clinic for routine gynecological exams found 46 percent of the women were infected with the human papilloma virus, or HPV.

"It is clear from our results that HPV infection is common in the healthy women we studied, who are likely to represent other young, sexually active women," the researchers wrote in reporting their findings in the Journal of the Ac men Medical Association.

"Virus studies using other less sensitive tests have found between 10 percent and 15 percent of women to be infected with HPV.

"The implications are that this sexually transmitted agent is more common than previously thought, and it emphasizes the importance of safer sex techniques," Michelle Marcus, who led the study, said.

The findings also indicate standard tests for detecting the virus may be inadequate, the researchers said. Only 11 percent of the women tested positively on standard tests.

The study involved a highly sensitive tool known as polymerase chain reaction or PCR, which can detect the presence of viruses by identifying and analyzing very small samples of their genetic material.

Briefs

Calendar of Events

WHO KABLO will meet at 7 tonight at the Red Lion for an end of the year meeting.

STUDENT ADVERTISING Agency will meet at 7 tonight in Concourse 221B. Regular meeting will be held at 7 p.m. on Mondays.

LIBERAL ARTS SENIORS graduating Seniors can make advisement appointments today.

STUDENT LIFE TODAY Topic: It students will be held at 7 tonight in Crameri Hall and at 7 Thursday night in Snowman Arms. No. West Mall

The Global Village is sponsoring IEAs newest addition to the team. For more information, contact Student Organization Programs at 455-5724.

meineke® Nothing Is Unimportant

CompleteExhaust System Special $10.00 Off*

Brakes $52 95' Per Axle Main Line, Lagniappe, and Tree St. 

Brakes $52 95' Per Axle Main Line, Lagniappe, and Tree St. 

Offers valid through 3/31/91 at participating locations only.

Shocks/Struts • CV Joints • Coil Springs

Carbondale

308 E. Main St. 457-3527

(1-1/2 Bks. E. of the Railroad)

Ask About Our Nationwide Lifetime Guarantee OPEN MON-SAT. 8 AM TO 6 PM

Individually Owned & Operated

Copyright © Meineke 1990

Learn how men and women's expectations, roles, and interactions lay the foundation for the problem of date rape. Discussion in this presentation will focus on how to identify high risk rapecovery to prevent sexual situations. Skills for protecting yourself and preventing unwanted sexual encounters will also be discussed.

Wednesday, January 23, 1991 7:30 p.m.

Westmore Room, Trueblood

wdw-wdcd
COKE FAVORITES

$5.00

24 PACK
12 OZ. CANS

LIMIT 2-24 PACKS WITH ADDITIONAL $10.00 PURCHASE
ADDITIONAL 24 PACKS $5.99 EACH

CERTIFIED ANGUS BEEF
BONELESS
CHUCK ROAST

$1.69 lb.

BUY ONE 6.5 OZ. PKG ANY FLAVOR
RUFFLES CHIPS
AT $1.69 AND GET ONE PKG
FREE!

FROM CALIFORNIA
ICEBURG
LETTUCE

WAS $0.79
HEAD 59¢

PRICES GOOD THRU SAT., JAN. 26TH '91. RIGHT TO LIMIT. NO SALES TO DEALERS.
Eastern Airline's Miami office denied to say which daily act cool.

American said its request for emergency authority to operate the route has been turned down by Eastern's shutdown, had been granted by the federal Department of Transportation over the weekend.

Eastern flew the route until it suspended operations at midnight Friday.

American agreed to buy the route authority for $10 million in December, together with two gates in Terminal B, 16 landing and takeoff slots at LaGuardia and other assets.

The federal approval came too late for the completion of the deal, an American spokesman said.

American, based in Dallas, Texas, is also seeking emergency authority to operate Eastern's Miami-Tampa route, but has yet to win approval.

American agreed to buy that authority in a deal valued at $7 million, an Eastern spokesman said.

“We are pleased that the DOT acted to promptly to grant us New York's last unadvertised gate,” said Donald J. Carew, American's executive vice president for planning and finance, said in a statement.

“American is eager to assist Eastern's passengers and is also strongly interested in strengthening its competitive position in the U.S.-Caribbean market. This step will help us to achieve both objectives.”

American said it will operate two daily nonstop flights a day in each direction until Jan. 31, when the schedule will be doubled.

Unlike Minneapolis-Tuesday, Northwest spokesman Doug Miller declined to comment on the Dow Jones report. Miller said the Northwest had agreed to buy Eastern's assets.

“We are in discussions with Eastern about potential purchase of some of its assets,” he said. Miller declined to say which assets interest Northwest.

Northwest operates 26 daily departures from Washington National Airport to five cities — Detroit, Memphis, Minneapolis and Boston.

Eastern controls 76 slots at the airport, one of several in the United States where it is not a major carrier. Each slot allows one plane to land and take off.

FRONTIER

AMUSEMENT CENTER

NEW GAMES

Blood Brothers
& High Impact

815 S. Illinois Ave.
Next to 609 McDonald's
Open
Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. to Midnight
Sat. & Sun. 11 a.m. to Midnight
Today's Puzzle

Today's Puzzle answers are on page 18.
Fans scramble for Bowl tickets

BUFFALO, N.Y. (UPI) — The operative word in western New York this week is scramble.

With the Buffalo Bills already in Tampa, Fla., for their Sunday showdown with the New York Giants, thousands of fanatic Bills followers want to be there for the team’s first appearance in the Super Bowl.

The only problem is tickets, travel and accommodations.

The Buffalo News, the city’s only daily newspaper, is flooded with ads for travel and accommodation packages, plus pleas for tickets and ticket-sellers trying to make a quick buck.

One ad promises two Super Bowl tickets for free, but continues “with purchase of a 1987 Volkswagen GTR race car chassis. Best offer over $3,000.”

Another assures two game tickets and “round trip from Syracuse,” but then warns, “possible hotel.” Still another confident seller boasts of having Super Bowl tickets, but advises, “Don’t call after Wednesday. Tickets will be sold.”

Travel agencies in the Buffalo area do have some Super Bowl packages available, but the deals that include game tickets are scarce.

“We’re running down to the wire. It’s cash as catch can,” said Dick Chojnacki, president of Taylor Travel in Buffalo. “We’ve been crazy to say the least. We’re starting to run thin on accommodations and tickets.”

Taylor’s Super Bowl packages with tickets start at $599 per person and goes up to $1,199 per person, “depending on what hotel you’re booked into,” Chojnacki said.

There are Super Bowl travel and accommodation packages available through the American Automobile Association of Buffalo for $799 per person, which includes round-trip charter air travel, three-night stay in Orlando, Fla., and transportation to and from the game. Tickets, however, are not included.

“We have 362 (airline) seats to sell and hope we will sell the majority of the plane out,” said Ellen Gill, operations manager for the club’s travel agency. “We have nothing to compare this with because we’ve never sold Super Bowl packages before.”

Gill and the scrambling began immediately after Buffalo’s 51-3 rout of the Los Angeles Raiders in Sunday’s AFC championship game. Five people told her they were going to Tampa even though they do not have tickets. Gill, an avid Bills fan, understands their excitement.

“I don’t have tickets,” she said, “but I’m going anyway.”

Ohio town gives birth to Super Bowl football

ADA, Ohio (UPI) — This city’s 5,000 residents can watch the Super Bowl Sunday knowing they played a part in the game.

Ada is the home of the football plant of Wilson Sporting Goods Co.

The company was commissioned to produce a special silver anniversary football for the title game between the New York Giants and Buffalo Bills.

Look closely and you’ll see silver foil lettering on the rough exterior, a first for the NFL’s pigskin.

“When we first put the Super Bowl logo on a football for Super Bowl XX in 1986, we anticipated creating an even more unique football for Super Bowl XXX,” said Tom Elkins, plant manager of Wilson’s facility, which has been manufacturing NFL footballs since 1955.

The NFL gave Wilson the go-ahead to use the silver lettering for the Super Bowl logo and numerals XXV. NFL Commissioner Paul Tagliabue’s signature also will be on the opposite panel of the football, the date of the game, host city and words “Silver Anniversary” will be stamped.

“With the Buffalo Bills already in Tampa, Fla., for their Sunday showdown with the New York Giants, thousands of fanatic Bills followers want to be there for the team’s first appearance in the Super Bowl.

The only problem is tickets, travel and accommodations.

The Buffalo News, the city’s only daily newspaper, is flooded with ads for travel and accommodation packages, plus pleas for tickets and ticket-sellers trying to make a quick buck.

One ad promises two Super Bowl tickets for free, but continues “with purchase of a 1987 Volkswagen GTR race car chassis. Best offer over $3,000.”

Another assures two game tickets and “round trip from Syracuse,” but then warns, “possible hotel.” Still another confident seller boasts of having Super Bowl tickets, but advises, “Don’t call after Wednesday. Tickets will be sold.”

Travel agencies in the Buffalo area do have some Super Bowl packages available, but the deals that include game tickets are scarce.

“We’re running down to the wire. It’s cash as catch can,” said Dick Chojnacki, president of Taylor Travel in Buffalo. “We’ve been crazy to say the least. We’re starting to run thin on accommodations and tickets.”

Taylor’s Super Bowl packages with tickets start at $599 per person and goes up to $1,199 per person, “depending on what hotel you’re booked into,” Chojnacki said.

There are Super Bowl travel and accommodation packages available through the American Automobile Association of Buffalo for $799 per person, which includes round-trip charter air travel, three-night stay in Orlando, Fla., and transportation to and from the game. Tickets, however, are not included.

“We have 362 (airline) seats to sell and hope we will sell the majority of the plane out,” said Ellen Gill, operations manager for the club’s travel agency. “We have nothing to compare this with because we’ve never sold Super Bowl packages before.”

Gill and the scrambling began immediately after Buffalo’s 51-3 rout of the Los Angeles Raiders in Sunday’s AFC championship game. Five people told her they were going to Tampa even though they do not have tickets. Gill, an avid Bills fan, understands their excitement.

“I don’t have tickets,” she said, “but I’m going anyway.”

Psst... LA ROMA'S 
Hump Day Special!
Large 1 Item $2-32 oz. Pepsi
&2.00 Pitchers of Beer
$6.95 only
$1.00 Quarts
515 S. Illinois
529-1344

MODELS WANTED
Applications are now being accepted for models to appear in the 1991 Spring Fashion Guide.

Applications are available from January 21 to January 25 at the front desk of the Daily Egyptian from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. Portfolios are required and can be picked up after February 1, 1991.

Enjoy The World Famous
FUJI VOLCANO OR BLUE TYphoon
EVERY WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY
BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION AT THE FUJI LAND
On your Birthday or within 10 days after that have one of our popular dinner entrees and a Fuji Volcano for only $6.95

Daily Lunch Buffet Mon. - Fri. (11-2) Lunch Dinner
Open for Lunch Delivery Mon. - Sat. 11 a.m. Wednesdays Special Not valid with any other coupons, no exceptions.
FREE DELIVERY
1-2 3-6 Day 6 1-3 Bath.
$1-3 Bath. Weekends
10-9 Bath. Fri. & Sat.

S A V E AT
Kentucky Fried Chicken
FEED 4 FOR $6.00

STACk BOX
2 pieces chicken $1.49
(Original Recipe or Extra Crispy)
Potatoes & Gravy
Biscuit

GET THIS FOR only $1.49
Use the coupon below any 2.59, 3.79, or 4.59 entrees on our menu and save $1.00. Coupon expires 12/20/91.

SNACK BOX
2 pieces chicken $1.49
(Original Recipe or Extra Crispy)
Potatoes & Gravy
Biscuit

GET THIS FOR only $1.49
Use the coupon below any 2.59, 3.79, or 4.59 entrees on our menu and save $1.00. Coupon expires 12/20/91.

STACk BOX
2 pieces chicken $1.49
(Original Recipe or Extra Crispy)
Potatoes & Gravy
Biscuit

GET THIS FOR only $1.49
Use the coupon below any 2.59, 3.79, or 4.59 entrees on our menu and save $1.00. Coupon expires 12/20/91.
Clemens' hearing rescheduled

HOUSTON (UPI) — Boston Red Sox pitcher Roger Clemens, charged with assaulting a police officer, Tuesday had his court hearing rescheduled for Feb. 18.

Clemens’ older brother Gary, also on trial for the same third-degree aggravated assault, was released on $10,000 bond Tuesday.

Attorney Mike Ramsey will represent the brothers. He met briefly with state District Judge A.D. Azan and reviewed the file on the case. Ramsey said the Harris County district attorney’s office must now decide whether to send the felony case to a grand jury.

"It's not a terribly egregious offense," Ramsey said. "I realize a police officer is involved and that technically can be used to get it in distinct court.

"Insolent as a lawyer can be, I'm pretty optimistic about what I hear about the case. Certainly it's not the kind of case lawyers like me are used to handling as aggravated assault where there are fingers and ears missing, toothmarks and broken knuckles, and that sort of thing.

Clemens, 29, said earlier through his agent, Alan Hendricks, that he disputed a police report alleging he placed a chokehold on a uniformed officer at Bayou Mama’s nightclub.

The two-time Cy Young winner allegedly was involved in an altercation at the nightclub when Louis Oviedo, a uniformed officer, was working security at the club, arrived at the scene.

Police spokesman Dan Turner said the officer tried to break up the incident when Gary Clemens, 39, stepped in to defend his brother by physically involving himself with the officer.

Former Dodger great Don Drysdale arrested for felony drunken driving

LOS ANGELES (UPI) — Sports broadcaster Don Drysdale, a former Los Angeles Dodgers pitcher, was arrested on suspicion of drunken driving following a traffic accident with another car.

Drysdale’s car collided with another late last night in a busy intersection near Universal City, authorities said Tuesday.

Drysdale was not injured in the crash. The driver of the other vehicle, a 24-year-old woman whose name was not released, suffered numerous bruises and abrasions in the collision, Olmer said. She was treated at St. Joseph Medical Center in Burbank.

"Investigation disclosed Mr. Drysdale was under the influence of alcohol," Olmer said. "He was taken to Hollywood Station where he was given a breathalyzer test and had a reading of .19 percent."

The blood alcohol level of .19 percent is more than double the .08 percent level at which the law presumes a driver to be under the influence and legally drunk.

Drysdale, 54, was booked on suspicion of felony drunken driving. He posted $5,000 bail and was released later Monday night. Drysdale is scheduled to be arraigned on the charge Feb. 11 in Division 50 of Los Angeles Municipal Court.

Sports Briefs

SPORTS BRIEFS POLICY — The deadline for Sports Briefs is two days before publication. The brief should be typewritten, and must include time, date, place and sponsor of the event and the name and number of the person selecting the item. Briefs should be dropped off or mailed to the Daily Egyptian Newsroom, Communications Room Room 324. A brief will be published once and only as space allows.

SALUKI BOOSTER club will have a fundraiser at noon Thursday at the Carbondale Holiday Inn. The guest speaker will be Saluki men’s basketball coach Rich Herrn.

RAQUET RESTRINGING is available at the Recreation Center. Bring your tennis, squash, racquetball or badminton racquets to the Recreation Center any day of the week. They service and repair at low prices.

INDOOR TENNIS instruction is being offered at the Recreation Center. Learn basic fundamentals or simply how to improve your game. Register at the Recreation Center information desk by noon on the Friday preceding the desired lesson date for private and semi-private lessons. Pre-payment is required. Call 536-5551 for details.

FREE YOGA workshop will be held this 5 to 7 tonight at the Recreation Center Assembly Room East. Please wear loose fitting, comfortable clothing. Call 536-5551 for details.

RESISTANCE WORKOUT will meet from 4 p.m. to 5 p.m. Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Recreation Center’s weight room. Try this proven method of gaining muscular strength and stamina.

SQUASH CLINIC will be held from 9 a.m. to 10 a.m. today at the Recreation Center’s squash courts. No. 10. Learn the fundamentals of squash including basic shots, exact position and game strategies. Call 536-5551 for information on this free clinic.

Puzzle Answers

1. "Sporl" 2. "S.,lul.. 3. Puzzle 4. "1'1\r, . me 5. lht' I{ecn:,IIIUI1 CCnlCI .111) 6. "( ·l)l ' ET Kt-:, ..... rRI /'

Great American Fraternity Facts

- 83% of the Fortune 500 executives are Fraternity men
- 71% of the men listed in "Who's Who in America" are Fraternity men
- 76% of U.S. Senators and Representatives are Fraternity men
- Fraternity men notables: George Bush, Michael Jordan, Kevin Costner, Ted Coppel, Ronald Reagan and more...

Any Questions about the SIU Greek System can be answered by calling Center of Student Involvement. Third floor, Student Center.
DEFENSE, from Page 20

that included a stretch in which ISU his just two of 24 shots. But that didn't stop the Lincolns from standing out on the defense, as several South Korean and Japanese Inputs, including sophmore Angie Rongeau (20 steals), his been the lack of any breakdowns in the whole defensive line that has kept opponents from big scoring nights.

For example, in one defensive call, the "full sal", the Salukis defense was set up on the their with the least opponents) has to move toward the standardized "jump ball" for the defensive line, our defender must also return back to her wide zone area if the other teams reverses the ball back to her. Simple, right? Scott thinks so, but

if one person misses an assignment, the effort of the other four could be missed. "It's really very simple," Scott said. "We just all have to be together on what we are doing. But our kids are comfortable with our style of defense.

But being comfortable with the Salukis multiple defensive sets and adjustments doesn't come overnight. Scott said she spends about half her time in practice going through them. One of the defensive practices Scott relies on is called "Saluki drill." In this drill the players are put through every possible defensive set situation that occurs in game situations. This makes sense nothing will surprise the players once the game begins. Scott said very few people could have predicted how many Emeka Okenwa's and Steve Middleton and forward Randy Oakenwa, who was signed by the Salukis even though the coaches never saw him perform. Some called it a gamble, but Okenwa has shown signs of becoming the player the Salukis hope for, and is doing the job in the classroom. If the Salukis had a higher tolerance level, Okenwa might have been considered for the championship. At Crewea would be at home still, instead of getting a college education and

SECURITY, from Page 20

"We in the security profession must not have tunnel vision where we see only one idea as a feasible approach to overtake the stadium," Moberly said. "We must consider all possible approaches, but the most important thing we must do is prioritize our resources for prevention.

This class is doing what they have been doing down in Tampa for months, working on what to focus the most attentions on in terms of prevention and how to protect them. I believe the key resources to worry about at this time are the people and the self-esteem of the United States." Such standard precautions as a X-ray machine and a metal detector are being used as well as such rules and regulations allowed in the stadium min or shine. Even the Goodyear Blimp won't be seen flying ever the crowd due to the fact that air space must be secured for five miles around the stadium and 10,000 feet above it.

Moberly said officials in Tampa probably have been doing for a while what his class was doing for the past.

“They’ve been concentrating on securing the stadium for as long as they’ve known where the Super Bowl was going to be held,” Moberly said. "They probably won’t ever get a good go, but security can be taught."

The defensive crew has been putting on a clinic for opposing teams—at no cost—be another “W” in the win column.

PLAB, from Page 20

inches away from that with still over a year to train before the next Olympic trials. "I think he is a definite future Olympic prospect," Cornwall said. "And it is his football and basketball performance of 7-6/2 at nationals, he could be the NCAA Collegiate Champs."

Plab said Cornwall has him on a great training program that incorporates running, weight, weights and jump.

"I’m working hard and can feel myself improving," Plab said. "It doesn’t happen overnight. You have to work hard enough to not putting himself or setting his goals too high."

"I don’t want to set my goals too high that when I fall I get disappointed," Plab said. "I don’t want to put myself in that position because in high school I did that and then got burnt. Right now I just take one day at a time." By putting such pressure on himself Plab keeps his confidence up. He also knows the future holds a lot for him.

"I know I have the jumping ability, all I need to do is get my timing down," Plab said. "That jump at Arkansas State gave me confidence though now I know I can jump that high or higher.""

Cornell also said it was his timing that was off in Saturday’s Salukis vs Creighton Monday, January 23 7:35 P.M. SIU ARENA
FLY-IN-FLY-AWAY #6 Your Paper Airplane Could Win You a Trip Anywhere that Southwest Airlines Flies Domestically.

GOD LUCK!

SALUKIBASKETBALL
SALUKIS VS CREIGHTON MONDAY, JANUARY 23 7:35 P.M. SIU ARENA
FLY-IN-FLY-AWAY

SALUKIBASKETBALL
SALUKIS VS BRADLEY THURSDAY, JANUARY 24 SIU ARENA 7:35 P.M.

MISSOURI VALLEY CONFERENCE SHOWDOWN
Don’t Miss it!

Sponsored By:

State Farm
Your Local INSURANCE AGENCY

Tampa, Fla. (UPI) — NFL officials announced Tuesday Emmitt Smith of Dallas, this season’s rushing leader, would replace Chicago’s Neal Anderson in the Pro Bowl. His is the first Dallas player to compete in the Pro Bowl since Herschel Walker in 1988.

Smith replaces Anderson in Pro Bowl

Smith, who didn’t sign a contract until two week before the season and missed the opening two games in a running game, 977 yards and scored 11 touchdowns. He is the first Dallas player to compete in the Pro Bowl since Herschel Walker in 1988.